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Appendix 1: Plain language summary

See next page
Do pharmaceutical companies involve patients and carers as partners in their research in a way that is helpful and meaningful?

This is a plain language summary based on the article “Characterising meaningful patient and public involvement in the pharmaceutical industry research setting: a retrospective quality assessment”. It was published in a medical journal called BMJ Open in August 2023. You can read the article for free here: http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2022-071339

- This research aimed to understand how the pharmaceutical company Pfizer has partnered with patients and carers, and whether this partnership was meaningful.

Who is this research of interest to?

- Anybody who would like to know more about how the pharmaceutical industry involves patients and carers in their work.

What was this research about?

- Patient and public involvement is also known as PPI. It happens when patients, carers and the public are included as partners in the design of health research.

There are 4 types of PPI:

1. **Involvement**: When people are actively involved in helping design or carry out research. The people involved in these projects are known as PPI partners.

2. **Engagement**: When researchers share information with people, such as on social media or at open days.

3. **Consultation**: When people are asked to give feedback on how research or other PPI projects are done.

4. **Participation**: When people take part in research, such as completing a survey or being an active participant in a clinical trial.

- Pharmaceutical companies and other research organisations are regularly including patients, carers and the public in PPI projects and activities. Looking back to review completed PPI projects is important to make sure they were done in a way that is helpful, meaningful and respectful to everyone involved, and to make sure that progress is being made. This is known as retrospective quality assessment.

- This research focuses on PPI projects that were carried out by the pharmaceutical company Pfizer across different areas of pharmaceutical research.

Why was this research done?

- It is important to share the results of PPI project retrospective quality assessments to help to improve PPI projects across the research industry. So far, there are not many pharmaceutical companies doing this. In this research, Pfizer and a group of their PPI project partners performed retrospective quality assessments of some of the company's PPI projects since 2017. They wanted to share their results with the public to help other pharmaceutical companies to learn and improve their PPI projects, and also to encourage others to share their results.
How was this research done?

- In this research, the researchers first looked in medical journal databases to find out what has already been published on this topic. Next, they looked at some of the previous PPI projects carried out by Pfizer to do retrospective quality assessments.

- There are different tools to help do retrospective quality assessments. One of these tools is called the Patient Focused Medicines Development Patient Engagement Quality Guidance tool, also known as the PFMD PEQG tool. The PFMD PEQG tool was designed by PPI partners. It is available online for anyone to use here. It helps researchers decide if a PPI project was helpful and meaningful by looking at 7 aspects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Shared purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Respect and accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Representativeness of stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Roles and responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Capacity and capability for engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Transparency in communication and documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Continuity and sustainability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The flowchart below shows how the researchers carried out the research and how they used the PFMD PEQG tool.

Looking at what has already been published
Before starting the research, the researchers looked in medical journal databases for articles with the phrases: pharmaceutical industry, medicines development, drug development, patient engagement/involvement, carers and patient centricity.

Creating a research and writing group
The researchers and authors of this article included 7 Pfizer employees and 7 PPI partners.

Choosing PPI projects to do retrospective quality assessment on
First, the researchers looked at all the PPI projects within Pfizer that happened in the UK between 2017 and 2021, and involved PPI partners. The researchers chose 5 PPI projects from different areas of pharmaceutical research to use as examples in this research.

Doing the retrospective quality assessment
Next, the researchers used the PFMD PEQG tool to find out:
- Were the example PPI projects helpful and meaningful?
- Were there any gaps in the quality of the PPI projects?
- What were the benefits and impacts of the PPI projects to Pfizer and the PPI partners?
- What were there any challenges when the PPI projects were carried out?
- What were the lessons to learn for the future?

The researchers wrote up the results into case studies using a pre-agreed template to make sure all the same information was collected for each. Then, the researchers asked more PPI partners who had also been involved in the original PPI projects to check the case studies were accurate and give their perspectives. This is known as external validity and helps make sure the results are fair and accurate.

Agreeing on recommendations for the future
Lastly, the researchers reviewed the case studies and external validity assessments and discussed them together. The researchers wrote a list of recommendations to use in the future to help make sure PPI projects are done in a way that is helpful and meaningful.
**What were the recommendations the researchers developed?**

- The researchers created and agreed upon 20 recommendations to help improve PPI projects in the future. They categorised these recommendations by the 7 aspects of the PFMD PEQG tool. The recommendations are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Shared purpose</th>
<th>• Time is required at the start of a project, to define a shared purpose which is agreed upon by the group, written down and re-visited at each meeting, and adjusted if the purpose changes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. Respect and accessibility| • Have a process in place to truly ensure that all materials used are accessible and in lay-friendly language. Consider the health literacy needs of group members and the format of pre-read materials, for example, written formats versus audio-visual formats.  
  • Ensure that contracting language is in plain English and that there is enough time during contracting to allow people time to understand, digest and ask questions.  
  • Develop a code of conduct document. This should be bi-directional and should define what can be expected from all parties. This is especially important for new groups being brought together for a specific project.  
  • Work as equal partners and be clear about boundaries and roles of stakeholders. Share expertise throughout; external organisations have significant experience that pharmaceutical companies can benefit from.  
  • Timings and locations of meetings need careful consideration. Think about who is attending, what times would be most suitable and which venues are accessible and comfortable. Online meetings have additional benefits and challenges to consider. |
| 3. Representativeness of stakeholders | • Ensure true representativeness of stakeholders; consider using a sampling framework at the start of each project to determine suitable and appropriate outreach. Sufficient time should be given to do this well. |
| 4. Roles and responsibilities | • At the outset, devise a roles and responsibility document to use as part of project set-up and conduct. Provide adequate time for everybody involved in the project to share their input and ensure everybody is clear.  
  • When working with external partners, it is important that all involved provide input into all the stages of development, to ensure alignment and agreement of needs. We saw this was particularly important with independent research grants. |
| 5. Capacity and capability for engagement | • Consider who you will be working with and if the group is already formed or is being brought together for the purpose of the project; these will require different approaches.  
  • Be clear about the type of involvement needed and the skills and capabilities required; develop a template that can be populated for each project.  
  • Consider any additional training or support that people may require and offer this at the outset.  
  • Use an established PPI framework or quality guidance and/or a group of experienced PPI representatives to ensure meaningful, high-quality and impactful engagement.  
  • Do not underestimate the capabilities and value of young people; ensure young people are involved in a meaningful way and not excluded. |
6. Transparency in communication and documentation

- Ensure enough information (eg, pre-read materials) is sent in advance of meetings and that this is done in a timely manner in appropriate formats and language.
- Thank people and provide feedback in a timely manner, ensuring that they understand what impact their contributions have had.

7. Continuity and sustainability

- Continually evaluate the meaningfulness, benefits, challenges and impact of PPI in medicines development, to enable improvement in practice.

Other general considerations

- There are valuable learnings within pharmaceutical companies, which should be shared openly and in a practical way to improve practice throughout the industry.
- Involve people as early as possible in the process; understand within the organisation where this needs to happen and implement change.
- Patient organisations have significant experience and expertise that pharmaceutical companies can benefit from. They can also gain a better understanding about pharmaceutical companies’ approaches to implementing PPI learnings and vice versa. Sharing expertise and evaluating along the way is important.

What did the researchers learn from this research?

- Overall, the researchers learned that:
  - There is little information published about PPI projects in pharmaceutical research. The researchers hope that publishing these results will help encourage other pharmaceutical companies to do the same.
  - The PFMD PEQG tool is useful for assessing previous PPI projects, to help make sure new PPI projects are even better in the future. This includes ensuring that PPI projects are helpful, meaningful and respectful for everyone involved. It also helps to make sure that researchers are not just doing PPI projects because they have to or because they want to look good.

• Pfizer is already using the recommendations that the researchers developed from this research to help create action plans for improving future PPI projects. The researchers hope other pharmaceutical companies and research organisations can also learn from and use these recommendations too.

More information

You can read the full article that this plain language summary is based on for free here: http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2022-071339.

This research was funded by Pfizer, UK. Medical writing support was provided by Adeline Rosenberg of Oxford PharmaGenesis, UK, also funded by Pfizer, UK. Additional author competing interests and contributions and a data availability statement are detailed in the full article.

Glossary

External validity – this is when researchers use a second method, unrelated to the first method, to make sure that the results are fair and accurate.

PFMD PEQG tool – the Patient Focused Medicines Development Patient Engagement Quality Guidance tool is a tool for measuring if a PPI project was done in a way that is helpful and meaningful.

PPI – Patient and public involvement is when patients, carers and the public are included in research activities.

PPI partner – Patient and public involvement partners are the patients, carers or members of the public who are involved in a particular research project.

Retrospective quality assessment – this is when researchers look at a previous project or activity to find out how well it was done.
Appendix 2: Search strategy

Below is literature review search terms etc for supplementary:
OVID MEDLINE(R) 1946-present, OVID MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Epub Ahead of Print
Embase <1974 to 2021 October 20>

Terms used and lines related to in the table:

Pharmaceutical (company/industry ?) line 31 & 32
medicines development, drug development,
patient engagement line 28,
patient involvement line 25,
carers line 36 & 37, 46-49,
patient centricity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Results from 9 Nov 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>exp *biomedical research/</td>
<td>304,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>exp *medical research/</td>
<td>304,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>exp *health service research/</td>
<td>10,754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>exp *health services research/</td>
<td>70,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>exp *research/</td>
<td>567,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>exp *research priority/</td>
<td>334,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>exp *clinical protocols/</td>
<td>114,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>exp *clinical protocol/</td>
<td>114,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>exp *clinical trials as topic/</td>
<td>77,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>exp *publications/</td>
<td>128,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>exp *publication/</td>
<td>128,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>304,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>70,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5 or 6</td>
<td>567,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>114,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10 or 11</td>
<td>128,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>exp *patient participation/</td>
<td>26,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9 and 17</td>
<td>1,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12 and 17</td>
<td>1,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13 and 17</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>14 and 17</td>
<td>1,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>15 and 17</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>16 and 17</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>(patient$ adj2 involve$5).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>(patient$ adj2 partner$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>(patient$ adj2 participat$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>(patient$ adj2 engage$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>participatory research$.ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>(patient adj centric$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>exp drug industry/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>(pharma$ adj (industr$3 or compan$3)).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>exp *drug development/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>(drug or medic$) adj develop$.ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>or 33 or 34 or 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>24 and 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>31 and 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>exp *caregiver/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>exp *caregivers/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>39 or 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>12 and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>13 and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>14 and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>15 and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>16 and 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>42 or 43 or 44 or 45 or 46 or 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>(care$ adj2 involve$5).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>(care$ adj2 partner$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>(care$ adj2 participat$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>(care$ adj2 engage$).ti,kw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>49 or 50 or 51 or 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>48 and 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>53 and 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>37 or 38 or 54 or 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>remove duplicates from 56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation of search terms used:

*<term>* 
An asterisk is used to “focus” subject headings. This means that results will only be returned if the subject heading relates to the *main topic* of the paper.
If no asterisk is present then the subject heading may relate to something mentioned in the paper, but the focus of the actual paper itself may not be on that topic.

| exp <term> | Exp before a term is used to “explode” a subject heading. As well as searching for the subject heading itself, the database will also retrieve results for narrower terms that sit beneath the subject heading in the hierarchy. |
| <rootword>$<n> | $ is used to truncate search terms. Where a $ is used at the end of a root word, the database will search for all words that begin with the root. A number is sometimes used (e.g. $2) to limit the number of letters after the root word. For example, participat$2 would find participate, participates but not participatory or participation. |
| <term> adj<n> | ADJn retrieves records that contain your terms (in any order) within a specified number (n) of words of each other. |
Appendix 3: Predefined questions for external validity

Questions asked to external individuals reviewing the case studies

1. Does this information accurately represent the project you were involved in and your specific role? Could you please comment on the accuracy of this case study?
2. In the project, what did you feel was done well, could be improved and what were the benefits to you?
3. What were your key learnings from the project?
Appendix 4: Case study 1 – Working with patients to review a rheumatology clinical trial protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title and date of completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A face-face meeting: Working with patients to review a Phase 4 Clinical trial protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion: November 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What was the project aim? Brief description
Pfizer partnered with the charity Versus Arthritis (VA), formerly Arthritis Research UK, and 9 of their patient insights partners (PIPs) to review a Pfizer-sponsored Phase 4 clinical trial protocol. The aim of the project was to understand the PIPs’ experiences of living with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and how these lived experiences can begin to inform the efforts to develop medicines. Insights were gathered around the ‘patient journey’ in the clinical trial and several aspects of the proposed study design, assessments, and outcome measures. Pfizer also wanted to understand what the future role of patients within research should look like.

Why was it important to partner with patients/carers on this project?
- It was important to partner with VA and their PIPs on all aspects of the project.
- This included all the operational aspects of the project. This ensured that the meeting setup, any of the materials that were developed for the meeting (letters, agendas, pre-read materials and presentation slides) and the running of the meeting was accessible and aligned with the needs of the PIPs.
- Co-designing the clinical trial protocol would ensure that the study fully considered and accommodated participants’ needs.
- VA perspective - the project also allowed VA to work with another organisation to share best practice and ensure the voice of people affected by RA was included from the start.

As with every Patient Public Involvement (PPI) experience, we hoped to learn from the partner’s approach to PPI and improve our own activities.

How was the project done - what was involved and what were the processes and timelines?
- VA’s Research Involvement Manager and Pfizer’s UK Scientific Lead in the Medical team worked closely together to develop, plan and facilitate a workshop in which people with RA were invited.
- VA assisted with inviting PIPs with suitable skills and capabilities to be part of the project. Following this, Pfizer contracts were executed with VA and PIPs.
- Attendees were provided with pre-read materials explaining the purpose of the workshop, the expectations of what we were wanting to gather and achieve from the day, and what they could expect in terms of support and feedback. Attendees were also provided with key pieces of information and sections from the trial protocol that would enable more focused and informed discussions on the day.
- On the day, crucial areas of review and associated questions to be addressed formed the structure of discussion. Short 5-10 minute presentations were followed by group facilitated discussion, with notes taken by facilitators. The workshop was three hours long with a tea/coffee break.
- Notes were then written up and were signed off by facilitators and attendees. This information was then provided to the study’s principal investigators to use to amend and enhance the study protocol. Written feedback was provided to the group.
This was the first time that Pfizer UK had worked with a charity to involve patients on a clinical protocol and, as such, the setup took much longer than anticipated.

**What was the benefit/impact to Pfizer and to patients/carers?**

- **For Pfizer,** there were clear areas of positive impact from gaining understanding from PIPs on the delivery of the trial itself. These included adjusting patient reported outcome measures, optimising patient symptom diaries, and reducing the number of questionnaires to a practical number for patients. More broadly, the insights helped inform the focus of the clinical research plan and provided practical/logistical considerations around trial design for general inflammatory conditions.

- **For VA,** the partnership enabled the charity to support the voice of people with RA in influencing how the trial was to be carried out and how the involvement of patients could be maximised in the trial itself. It was a great opportunity to support meaningful patient involvement.

**What were the gaps, as identified by comparison with the PFMD PEQG tool?**

**PFMD criteria 1: Shared purpose:**
A clear brief was sent to the patients (via the Research Involvement Manager at VA) explaining what the project was about and what skills, capabilities and time commitments were required to take part. Based on this, patients, via VA, replied expressing their interest and were selected. The shared purpose wasn’t specifically devised for the group.

- Making sure there is a clear shared purpose that is defined by the group and clearly written down for everybody to access is important and helps understanding and prevents mission creep. This could be done more effectively in future meetings.

**PFMD criteria 2: Respect and accessibility**
The meeting was held at a familiar and convenient meeting venue (VA offices), rather than a virtual or corporate setting. The meeting start time was aligned to ensure people were not travelling during rush hour or on busy trains. Overnight accommodation was provided for those who had a long distance to travel. The meeting lasted three hours with regular breaks and was jointly run by Pfizer and VA and people were actively encouraged to participate throughout the meeting.

- Writing down a code of conduct and what mutual respect should look like for all stakeholders wasn’t specifically done for this project and is something to consider in the future. It would have been useful to provide this ahead of the meeting.

**PFMD criteria 3: Representativeness of stakeholders**
VA reached out to their group of PIPs with a clear brief on what skills and capabilities would be relevant for the project. One of the attributes had to be lived experience of the condition. No further outreach was done. Patients that volunteer to work with patient organisations may not be truly representative of the general population.

- For future projects, there could have been further outreach to improve diversity of the group, including ethnicity and age. Also, as this was relating to a clinical trial, it may have been useful to bring together a cross-European group of people.

**PFMD criteria 4: Roles and responsibilities**
Roles and responsibilities were outlined in the contracts signed by PIPs. Prior to the meeting, PIPS were given an option to ask questions if anything in the information sent to them was unclear. At the start of the meeting there was also a chance to ask any further questions if any areas required clarity to ensure everybody was comfortable and happy.
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- For this one-off meeting, additional follow-up to discuss roles and responsibilities wasn’t required. Although, for some people, this was the first time working with a pharmaceutical company and providing clear information about the Pfizer team and their roles would have been useful and should be considered for the future.
- Prior to the meeting, being clear on the roles and boundaries between Pfizer, VA and the PIPs would have been beneficial to the group. For the future, this could be written down and sent along with any pre-read materials.

**PFMD criteria 5: Capacity and capability for engagement**

PIPs were provided with pre-read materials and given two weeks to read the information prior to attending the meeting. All PIPs were selected by VA and consideration was given to their experience in reviewing research proposals for VA and being comfortable and confident in this area. All materials were co-created between Pfizer and VA and accessibility and language was assessed along the way.

- There should have been more time given, as there was a lot of information to read and digest. This was dictated by the time taken to execute contracts, which took longer than anticipated due to the novelty of the activity.
- Some of this information was not lay friendly, e.g. aspects of the nature of scientific/technical language and study flow charts. Health literacy should be considered with any pre-read materials.

**PFMD criteria 6: Transparency in communication**

Pre-read materials (as outlined above) and the agenda were provided prior to the meeting. The team at VA coordinated the arrangements with the PIPs and ensured that they had everything they needed. As this was a short, one-off meeting, longer term communication channels were not required.

- No gaps identified.

**PFMD criteria 7: Continuity and sustainability**

VA and Pfizer have continued their relationship and are working collaboratively on other projects. Learnings from this project have been shared with other unrelated organisations to help further developments in patient involvement within research. Feedback was provided to the group following the workshop to inform them how their insights had been implemented.

- The feedback took longer than expected to provide, partly due to the complicated procedural requirements within pharmaceutical companies. For the future, a structured form that can easily be filled out and returned quickly would be optimal.

**Learnings and improvements that could be made for future projects**

- Be clear about the type of patient involvement needed. Provide clear meeting objectives in order to focus discussions.
- Be legitimate and manage expectations at the outset.
- Patients offered very valuable insights that enhanced the clinical trial protocol; partnering earlier on in the process would be more beneficial in the future.
- Language should be given thought, time and consideration and involving patients is key. Common research language, when read by a patient, can be not only unclear, but actively dispiriting.
- It is important to consider contracting language and execution of contracts in a timely manner.
- Working as equal partners (Pfizer & VA) was essential.
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Case study 1 feedback

Feel free to make comment on the above case study, particularly the identified gaps and then specifically answer the 3 questions shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Does this accurately represent the project you were involved in and your specific role? Could you please comment on the accuracy of this case study?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - *Difficult to recall exactly as the product was conducted 3 years ago.*  
- *Yes, generally the project is accurately described in this document. However, it wasn’t clear beforehand what was exactly wanted from the PIPs, other than to input and feedback about the study design. It wasn’t clear of the roles and boundaries between those attending the workshop; the agenda being an example – i.e. who had responsibility for its content, putting it together and producing it? Some of the information received was not lay friendly (aspects of the nature of scientific/technical language with text used, and study flow charts being examples) and details of the proposed study could have been more detailed.* |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. In the project, what did you feel was done well, could be improved and what were the benefits to you?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - *It is always good to have the opportunity to be involved and to be asked our opinion as people with arthritis. That being said, the number of points we raised and insights we had made me think how much more impact we could have had if people with arthritis had been part of the conversations at the outset. Then we’d have been shaping the project as partners rather than being asked once it was underway.*  
- *I enjoyed the opportunity to learn more about how a major pharmaceutical company undertakes research and I commend Pfizer for actively partnering with a charity to hear our thoughts and where they could be making changes based on that feedback.*  
- *The arrangements leading to the day, and how the day ran, in terms of agenda and subjects covered with opportunity for asking questions was good.*  
- *The background information supplied before the day could have been better, more explanation of the project holistically (e.g. demographics of proposed participants, so we could think about diversity and representation). This all becomes important because Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) can exist at all stages of the research cycle and it should. And all this information should be laid out and made available pre-meeting using good lay language or ‘plain English’, with science/technical aspects and acronyms and abbreviations well described and with ease of ‘lay’ reading and understandable charts.*  
- *It’s also an opportunity to have breakout round-table sessions, even with a small group which could have been beneficial as this allows for separate discussions, greater engagement with others who might struggle in a larger group, and it allows conversations to develop at different tables and at different levels, which don’t always happen in a single group format due usually to time constraints and agenda timetabling.*  
- *Research dissemination to the public often gets forgotten and research can end up behind a paywall. Getting research with findings into the public domain is an area patients can help with to ensure understanding, marketing and take-up of a product in terms of risk and benefits.* |

| 3. What were your key learnings from the project? |
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- How much people with arthritis have to contribute if asked! And that our views were valued and led to improvements.
- Great collaboration creates a number of aims, goals and benefits, such as mutual and shared values achieved through various parties working together. It breaks down barriers between ‘pharma’ and patients as well as in a wider setting, with healthcare professionals.
- It’s about engagement, collaboration and opening up with transparency about its work and to engage and utilise the skills, the experience and knowledge, plus with the stories to tell, after all what are its end users – ‘patients’. They should have a central, pivotal role. They have a lot to give, share and contribute. In many cases ‘they have been around a bit’. And it’s about collaboration and co-production. It’s about working with the patients being the key stakeholder through receiving treatment, and not for them.
## Appendix 5: Case study 2 – Working with young people to review a dermatology clinical trial

### Project title and date of completion
A face-to-face engagement between GenerationR Liverpool Young Person's Advisory Group (YPAG) and Pfizer to review a clinical trial testing a new, as well as existing, medicine for the treatment of eczema in children and adults.

Completion: February 2018

### What was the project aim? Brief description
The aim of the project was to obtain the thoughts, comments and concerns of the YPAG with regards to the trial, including the amount of visits scheduled and burden of subject assessments, as well as thoughts around the informed consent documentation (ICD) content.

### Why was it important to partner with patients/carers on this project?
It was extremely important to understand, from a young person's point of view, their thoughts around the study design and timings of assessments, as well as the proposed subject consent/assent forms, and in particular the language and proposed pictures to be used in the study documents.

### How was the project done - what was involved and what were the process and timelines?
- The project involved working with a Senior Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) Manager/Coordinator of GenerationR YPAG and her team to organise and facilitate the engagement and support the creation of a set of slides in layman’s terms.
- From Pfizer, the engagement was attended by the clinician who was writing the clinical trial protocol and the head of patient recruitment.
- The project took approximately 8 weeks from initially contacting the YPAG to having the patient engagement.

### What was the benefit/challenges for Pfizer and to patients/carers?
**Benefits:**
- **For Pfizer,** the benefits included understanding what to include in the patient assent forms, as the young people had a lot of valuable feedback as to what they would like to see included. For example, when shown the cartoon for the assent forms, the young people made it clear that they would find that patronising and would prefer to see photographs instead.
- **The young people** benefitted from being able to provide valuable insights that would shape a commercially-sponsored protocol, which was the first for them from a large pharmaceutical company, as historically the group had reviewed only academic protocols.

**Challenges:**
- Challenges for Pfizer included being able to create a slide deck to describe the study design in plain and clear language suitable to be understood by a group of young people.
- Challenges for the PPI Manager was that it took longer than expected to develop the session as it involved gaining clarity on what the team wanted from the young people, reviewing various versions of the slide deck – which entailed numerous conversations – in advance of the meeting, and finding a suitable date for the session to take place that was convenient for all.
- The PPI Manager also needed to make sure the payment and reimbursement processes were correctly in place.

### What were the gaps, as identified by comparison with the PFMD PEQG tool?
**PFMD criteria 1: Shared purpose**
The YPAG team ensured the young people were prepared ahead of the engagement and were aware of what was expected to occur at the meeting. The Pfizer attendees had prepared a slide deck and questions for the young people.

- There wasn’t a specific shared purpose agreed by the group. It may have been useful to share this prior to the meeting, so it was accessible. This is something that should be incorporated for future meetings.

**PFMD criteria 2: Respect and accessibility**
The meeting was facilitated by the experienced PPI team, who tried to ensure that every young person was able to voice their feedback. An agenda explained the format of the engagement and this already formed group had its own codes of conducts in place.

- A formal written code of conduct of what the group could expect from Pfizer was not relayed prior to the meeting and this could be considered for future meetings.

**PFMD criteria 3: Representativeness of stakeholders**
The study being discussed was an eczema study in children and adults and therefore it was important to get the young person’s perspective on the study and informed consent design. Nine members of the group attended the meeting, with a good mix of girls and boys between the ages of 11-19, and the group was racially diverse. One young person had experience of eczema as a young child. Some group members had either a family member or a close friend (currently on trials) with eczema.

- Careful thought was given to the representativeness of the group. However, all were recruited through the YPAG which could limit this. For the future, wider outreach should be considered, alongside having sufficient time to do this.

**PFMD criteria 4: Roles and responsibilities**
The preparation and facilitation of the meeting by the GenerationR team meant that the young people and the Pfizer attendees knew exactly what was expected of them at the engagement.

- All requirements were met for this criterion.

**PFMD criteria 5: Capacity and capability for engagement**
A lot of effort and energy went into creating a set of slides that was in clear and plain language. This was the first patient engagement experience that the Pfizer individuals had participated in and therefore they learned a lot from a skilled PPI team on what to focus on when creating a set of slides, to give a high level overview of the study design and assent forms in language that could be understood by a group of young people. Throughout the engagement, the GenerationR team verified that the young people understood what was being explained to them.

- The Pfizer team’s initial materials were not written in a lay friendly manner and the learnings from the PPI team at GenerationR have been translated into future projects. In addition, for future engagements, consideration needs to be made for young people/patients with audio-visual problems that may require additional support on top of making the slides in clear and plain language.

**PFMD criteria 6: Transparency in communication**
The slide deck was shared ahead of the meeting with the young people. The GenerationR team took and provided notes during the meeting, and shared with the team, which were very helpful in ensuring that all the fabulous points made by the young people were captured.

- All requirements were met for this criterion.

**PFMD criteria 7: Continuity and sustainability**
Following the meeting, a feedback form was completed on how the engagement was received by the Pfizer colleagues and a thank you letter outlining the considerations the Pfizer colleagues were able to make was written and sent to the YPAG co-ordinator to pass onto the young people.
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- Changes made to the design of the assent form were made according to the feedback provided by the young people. However, mainly due to time there wasn’t a validation step performed to confirm that this implementation was consistent with the feedback received. Future engagements will benefit from this validation step being implemented.

### Learnings and improvements that could be made for future projects

1. An appreciation of never underestimating what a group of young people can contribute to supporting the design of a clinical trial protocol and assent forms was a key takeaway from this early project.
2. The key role of the PPI team in encouraging all researchers to feedback any impact that the young people’s views had on the trial design and ultimately how this impacts on recruitment and retention, and the trial participants experiences of participating in the trial.

### Case study 2 feedback

Feel free to make comment on the above case study, particularly the identified gaps and then specifically answer the 3 questions shown below:

1. **Does this accurately represent the project you were involved in and your specific role? Could you please comment on the accuracy of this case study?**
   - Yes

2. **In the project, what did you feel was done well, could be improved and what were the benefits to you?**
   - *This was the first time someone from industry came to our group with a study plan (protocol) asking for our opinions. This was presented really well so we could understand the study design and we felt able to contribute to a discussion and ask questions of the scientific team.*
   - *It was great that the scientific members of the team visited the group personally so we could ask questions directly to them as they knew the study inside-out.*
   - *We felt listened to and valued.*
   - *We were thanked for taking part in the session.*

3. **What were your key learnings from the project?**
   - *We didn’t hear straight away about whether the study went ahead and whether our feedback helped with study recruitment, so we were not sure whether our opinions mattered. Early feedback would be helpful.*
Appendix 6: Case study 3 – Working with an NIHR patient focus group to review two gastroenterology clinical trials

Project title and date of completion
A face-to-face engagement between a National Institute Health Research (NIHR) Patient Focus Group and Pfizer to review two ulcerative colitis (UC) studies.
Completion: August 2019.

What was the project aim? Brief description
The aim of the project was to obtain the insights, comments and concerns of the patient focus group with regards to the two proposed studies.

Why was it important to partner with patients/carers on this project?
- It was extremely important to understand, from a patient’s point of view, their thoughts around the design of the two studies and the proposed medication.
- All patients had lived experience of UC and were on different points of the disease spectrum: some with quiescent, well-controlled disease and some with flare-ups/a relapse. For some patients, UC is an invisible disability. Patients used different words/phrases to describe the burden of living with UC and this was important to understand.
- Patients also had varied experience of participating in clinical trials which ranged from extremely positive to negative.
- UC patients are usually self-disciplined and seek opportunities to further medical research into the understanding of UC and future treatment, even if participation in a clinical trial comes with some inconvenience or they do not necessarily help themselves but rather future generations.

How was the project done - what was involved and what were the processes and timelines?
- The project involved working with a Business Development Officer at the NIHR to schedule the focus group engagement and recruit the relevant patients. Recruitment for the event started over a month in advance. Outreach was conducted via the NIHR Local Clinical Research Networks, a UK patient organisation, and an ad was placed on peopleinresearch.org, which is a go-to website for public contributors.
- The focus group was facilitated and attended in person by the NIHR representatives and the Pfizer Study Optimisation Lead, who supported the set up and facilitation of the meetings. The study clinicians and operational colleagues from both the UC studies attended virtually.
- Five patients living with UC attended the session.
- The time from initially contacting the NIHR to having the patient engagement was around eight weeks.

What was the benefit/impact to Pfizer and to patients/carers?
Benefits:
- In general, the benefits to Pfizer were largely around getting a greater understanding of what it is like to live with UC, thoughts on the study design (e.g. acceptability of a repeat colonoscopy within the course of the study), as well as where the patients would look for information if they were interested in taking part in a clinical trial. The Pfizer attendees were all very grateful for the feedback received and all felt they learned a lot from the engagement.
- Having a diverse mix of participants (even geographically) with different experiences and levels of knowledge and understanding regarding clinical trials was very beneficial. This was demonstrated in the feedback provided and needed consideration for how someone who is completely naive to research may consider this and how best to share key information to support access and retention during the trial.
Pfizer and patients valued the direct conversation between the Pfizer team and patient participants. The latter are very motivated to help and seek opportunities for engagement/involvement with pharma companies.

Other benefits for the patients included being listened to and being able to provide open and honest feedback about the study. The feedback received gave greater depth of consideration for obviously invasive and disruptive procedures, such as the proposed colonoscopy and the use of the laxative prior to the procedure, especially when considering this in ‘public’ environments such as an office space. It transpired that, to patients, the relationship with a treating consultant is absolutely crucial as patients pay heed to their advice with regard to which clinical trials to participate in. Consultants are also the primary contact to enquire about ongoing and future trials.

Different patients value and prioritise different health outcomes, which may not necessarily align with the ones researchers have in mind e.g. resolving incontinence vs. fatigue/pain.

Working with the NIHR ensured all formal requirements (e.g. travel and accommodation) were met to support participants. Knowing that the NIHR was involved as an intermediary gave patients greater peace of mind.

Challenges:

These were mainly logistical; the NIHR were able to open their offices over the weekend to support this activity, as a neutral and geographically convenient location. However this did bring some unforeseen challenges including:

- Not having adequate business support for IT systems, possibly compounded by using NIHR & Pfizer technology together and firewall issues.
- Due to limited NIHR staff on site, there was limited support to manage the logistics and hospitality during the meeting to ensure participants were comfortable throughout. For example, access to toilets was also more challenging than it should have been.

Whilst it was seen to be a benefit to share the patient notification sheets with participants on the day to discuss this and ensure their understanding and agreement, in hindsight, we should have circulated these either electronically or physically to participants to give them earlier visibility of this.

What were the gaps as identified by comparison with the PFMD PEQG tool?

PFMD criteria 1: Shared purpose

Patients signed a patient notification form which explained what was expected of them with regards to time commitment and the reimbursement for that engagement. As the meeting was only 1.5 hours long, and the agenda of the meeting was laid out at the beginning of the engagement, there was not a need to have a checkpoint in the engagement.

- No gaps identified for this criterion.

PFMD criteria 2: Respect and accessibility

The timing of the engagement, being a Saturday afternoon, was scheduled to ensure it was at a suitable time for the patients, taking into consideration their commitments to their work/family life. Travel to the NIHR offices was arranged in advance, where possible, by the NIHR. Facilitation of the engagement was done to ensure that every patient was able to voice their feedback, this was enabled by having a small group. One of the advantages of the virtual insight sessions is that participants have access to additional functionality to share their thoughts in a way which suits them and makes them more comfortable, such as the use of comments rather than speaking directly.
The agenda explained the format of the engagement, a formal written code of conduct and what to expect from Pfizer and the meeting was not relayed prior to the meeting. This may help with some challenges faced for future meetings.

**PFMD Criteria 3: Representativeness of stakeholders**

The five patients were of different genders, ethnicity, and age, all living with UC with a variety of experience of clinical trials. It needs to be noted, however, that the NIHR are at times limited by uptake for patient engagement activities which makes ensuring a diverse mix of participants a challenge. There is a national (NIHR) piece of work to tackle this and this is also being seen across the life sciences sector with other equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) activities. This is a challenge in all patient and public involvement (PPI) activities to involve underrepresented groups.

- The information was not collected from the patients themselves, which in future may be something that should be considered to ensure that the group of patients are as diverse as possible. More time to do further outreach and incorporating learnings from the EDI activities underway will help further fill this gap.

**PFMD criteria 4: Roles and responsibilities:**

All patients signed a patient notification form which explained what was expected of the panel when they arrived at the engagement meeting. Patients were also informed of the nature and purpose of the discussion as part of the outreach and engagement activities.

- This information was not however relayed verbally to the patient group prior to the start of the meeting to ensure that nobody had any concerns; this could have been useful to ensure everyone was clear on what they had signed.

**PFMD criteria 5: Capacity and capability**

Participants were recruited to take part in the activity, with varying experiences, but all living with UC. A set of slides that were used during the meeting were created and written in layman’s terms. The slides were not sent to the patients ahead of the meeting, however, and this lack of pre-meeting reading materials may have contributed to making the discussion more spontaneous as participants had not had a chance to prepare their answers in advance or overthink things.

- It would have been beneficial for the patients to have reviewed the slides before the meeting.
  Pre-read slides are now sent ahead of all patient engagement sessions.

**PFMD Criteria 6: Transparency in communication and documentation**

Feedback was provided to the group. A thank you letter was sent to the patients following the engagement informing them of the changes that were being considered to the protocols and associated learnings.

- Feedback could be enhanced in the future. There is a consensus from those writing this case-study that feedback shared regarding what has and has not changed is incredibly valuable, demonstrating the impact from the discussion to the participants and that they have been listened to. Regarding addressing comments where changes to clinical trial documents have not been implemented, this should also be addressed so it does not feel ignored and can be justified if these have been disregarded as not feasible, ethical, or scientifically important, etc. It is important to share more information with participants rather than less, otherwise you risk disengaging participants from future activities and not treating them as partners.

**PFMD criteria 7: Continuity and sustainability**

The minutes from the meeting were shared with the Pfizer study team to benefit a future inflammatory bowel disorder study in this patient population. In fact, Pfizer is currently planning for a large UC study in which this feedback is being reviewed to improve the design of that study and associated documentation.

- No gaps identified for this criterion.
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**Learnings and improvements that could be made for future projects**

- The Pfizer team learned a lot from this engagement, which helped shape the design of the study, the provision of recruitment support material, and allowed them to gain a greater understanding of where patients may look to join a clinical trial.
- Future engagements could benefit from allowing the patients to review materials ahead of the engagement session.
- Since the pandemic, patient engagements have moved to a virtual platform such as Webex, meaning engagements have worked better than having some attendees being face-to-face and some virtual.
- Patients have fed back that they enjoy meeting other patients living with the same condition and getting other people’s perspective on the indication.
- The experience for the participants could be different between an organised group that know each other and have a rapport versus a disease specific group that have not met. This rapport and familiarity may or may not increase confidence to speak up and needs to be considered.

**Case study feedback was not possible for this project due to a lack of availability of project group members.**
Appendix 7: Case study 4 – Working with parents and carers to review dermatology study documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title and date of completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A virtual engagement between the National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) Alder Hey Clinical Research Facility Parent and Carer Research Forum and Pfizer to review an eczema study informed consent document for infants aged 3-24 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion: August 2020.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What was the project aim? Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The aim of the project was to obtain the thoughts, comments and concerns of the parent/carer group with regards to the proposed study and informed consent document.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why was it important to partner with patients/carers on this project?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In this example, it was extremely important to understand, from a parent/carer point of view, their thoughts around the design of the study informed consent documentation, as this study was planning to enroll very young patients between 3-24 months of age.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How was the project done - what was involved and what were the processes and timelines?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The project involved working with a Senior Patient and Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) Manager/Coordinator of the Parent and Carer Research Forum and her team to schedule the PPI activity and how it would run.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The PPI Manager worked with Pfizer to advise on the layout of the slide deck covering the study design, to ensure it was written in layman’s terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The meeting was attended by the Pfizer study team, including clinicians who were writing the informed consent document, the study manager, and study optimisation team, who supported the setup and facilitation of the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The PPI Manager recruited seven carers who attended the two sessions, six of whom had direct experience looking after a child with eczema and one who had a nephew with the condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• From initially contacting the PPI Manager, it took eight weeks to complete the project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What was the benefit/impact to Pfizer and to patients/carers?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The benefits were largely around the development of the study and informed consent documentation. The carers had a lot of valuable feedback around various aspects of the study design and what they would wish to see incorporated in the informed consent form and how it should best be presented. For example, a detailed discussion focused on the blood draws and how the blood would be taken, i.e. venously or from a heel prick. The carers advised Pfizer to make it very clear in the informed consent document what the parent/carer is to expect as to how the blood is to be drawn and whether a line could be left in the arm of the infant in between the blood draws. The carers were also very receptive to the idea of having home health support, especially in the current pandemic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenges:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Challenges on Pfizer’s side included being able to create a slide deck to describe the study design from the protocol documentation in plain language, suitable to be understood by a group of carers. A challenge for the PPI team was making sure a convenient time was organised to hold the meeting around the carers’ needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What were the gaps as identified by comparison with the PFMD PEQG tool?

**PFMD criteria 1: Shared purpose**
Carers signed a patient notification form which explained what was expected of them with regards to time commitment and the reimbursement for that engagement. At the beginning of the second engagement, Pfizer gave an overview of the key take-away messages from the first session, to ensure that the carers had the opportunity to clarify or add to the understanding.

- There wasn’t a validation step after the second engagement, which future engagements would have benefited, even if it had been written in an email and sent to the carers.

**PFMD criteria 2: Respect and accessibility**
The timings of the two virtual Webex sessions (early evening) were made to ensure they were at a suitable time for the carers, taking into consideration their commitments to their work/family life. It was made clear to the carers that they were able to leave and attend to their family at any time during the engagements. Facilitation of the engagement was done to ensure that every carer was able to voice their feedback.

- Although an agenda explained the format of the engagement, a formal written code of conduct around what could be expected from Pfizer was not relayed prior to the meeting.

**PFMD criteria 3: Representativeness of stakeholders**
The carers were part of the NIHR Alder Hey CRF Parent and Carers Research Forum and included seven female carers who had experience of caring for a child with eczema. Five of the carers considered themselves White British and two Black British (AfroCaribbean).

- No male representatives were part of the panel, which could have proved beneficial from a diversity standpoint.
- Carers that volunteer to join a carer focus group may have a certain demographic and thus not be truly representative of the general population. This could be further considered for future projects.

**PFMD criteria 4: Roles and responsibilities**
The carers had signed the contract, however there wasn’t any subsequent confirmation that the panel remained clear on their role and responsibilities.

- For future meetings a simple question to confirm this at the beginning of each engagement would have supported this criterion.

**PFMD criteria 6: Transparency in communication**
A set of slides written in layman’s language and the proposed study informed consent document was provided to the carers ahead of the engagements.

- For the future, following feedback, video/animations or a recording of the presentation sent across with a voiceover may have worked better.
- Feedback could have included the impact of discussions on the trial protocol.

**PFMD criteria 7: Continuity and sustainability**

- Having a sustainable process to feedback specific study details – that are aligned with Pfizer processes – to those involved in the project, is something that needs to be worked on for future projects.
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**Learnings and improvements that could be made for future projects**

1. The Pfizer team learned a lot from this engagement which helped shape the design of the study and informed consent form.
2. Having the two engagements split to cover the study design and the informed consent form meant the team could focus in on one topic at a time at the engagement sessions and have a meaningful discussion.
3. It would have been preferable to give the carers/parents slightly longer to review the slide deck and the proposed informed consent documentation and in the future, this is something that Pfizer can ensure on.

**Case study 4 feedback**

Feel free to make comment on the above case study, particularly the identified gaps and then specifically answer the 3 questions shown below:

1. **Does this accurately represent the project you were involved in and your specific role?**
   
   Could you please comment on the accuracy of this case study?
   
   - Yes very accurately described.

2. **In the project, what did you feel was done well, could be improved and what were the benefits to you?**
   
   - There was a diverse mix of parents from across the UK with different experiences of having a child with eczema which was good to hear, and as a parent we truly felt our opinions were important.
   - The team explained the study really well and we felt we could ask questions if we didn’t quite understand certain aspects of study design.

3. **What were your key learnings from the project?**
   
   - That pharma companies are willing to involve and listen to patients and families.
   - That we would accept future invitations to support industry-led studies.
   - Being informed of progress with study recruitment and if possible future findings would be really interesting.
Appendix 8: Case study 5 – Independent medical grant call: Quality Improvements in Rheumatology Practice: Delivering change for patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title and date of completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completion: November 2021.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What was the project aim? Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer partnered with Versus Arthritis (VA), and three of their patient insight partners (PIPs) alongside two clinicians to develop a Competitive Quality Improvement grant programme, focusing on improving patient care and outcomes in various musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions. The aim of the programme was to fund projects that lead to measurable improvement in healthcare services and the health status of individuals. The benefit to patients and implementation into the National Health Service (NHS) had to be very clear in all submissions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why was it important to partner with patients/carers on this project?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It was vitally important for the benefit of the end-user to co-create the grant scheme from start to finish. This was to ensure that the research priorities, request for proposals (RFP), and projects funded would be aligned with the needs of the NHS and those living with MSK conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How was the project done - what was involved and what were the processes and timelines?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Pfizer organised an initial meeting with VA to determine if there was a shared interest in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Following successful discussions, Pfizer and VA set up a project plan, which included working with the VA Research Programme Manager and their Research Involvement Officer to conduct the project. VA were involved with identifying panel members (patients, carers and clinicians) and Pfizer executed contracts with VA and recruited individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All stakeholders were involved with all aspects of the project, including designing the RFP, chairing and participating in the external grant review panel (ERP) which reviewed the submitted proposals, and being part of the grant decision-making process. The funding awarded was a grant, independent of both Pfizer and VA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The project started in March 2020 but was paused due to the COVID-19 pandemic until late 2020 and was completed in November 2021.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What was the benefit/impact to Pfizer and to patients/carers?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer collaborated with patients and carers, with aligned skills and expertise and lived experience of the conditions the grant call focused on. This ensured that there was a patient-prioritised research agenda and the research questions and outcomes were relevant to patients and translatable into the NHS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inclusion of VA perspectives allowed the call to be generalisable to the wider community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The clinicians involved in the project reported that they found the process to be inclusive and had the opportunity to listen and learn from the PIPs, which will help inform future practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The learning gained will be utilised to optimise ways of working in future projects to enable more patients to be at the centre of decision-making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Versus Arthritis** was able to influence the research call to ensure it aligned with their priorities, which were set in collaboration with patient partners and healthcare professionals.
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- VA PIPs were involved from the start of the process in shaping the grant call, and having a PIP co-chair on the review panel ensured that the end-user voice was heard and taken in to account equally.

What were the gaps as identified by comparison with the PFMD PEQG tool?

**PFMD criteria 1: Shared purpose**
A clear brief was sent to the PIPs (via the Research Involvement Officer at VA) explaining what the project was about and what skills, capabilities and time commitments were required to take part. Based on this, patients replied via VA expressing their interest. A patient panel meeting was held specifically with the PIPs to explain the project detail, estimated timelines, and answer any concerns or questions they had on the RFP drafts and processes.

- There was not a clear shared purpose defined by the group and clearly written down for everybody to access and re-visit regularly for the project. This would have been particularly important for this project, which was conducted during the pandemic, as things took longer than usual to complete, and focus may have been lost.

**PFMD criteria 2: Respect and accessibility**
An inclusive approach was adopted and this was discussed with the group, including accessibility to information, convenience of meetings (times and platforms), equal share of voice and clarification of rules relating to the panel member voting system.

- There was not a specific code of conduct for this project written down, including what mutual respect was and what expectations from stakeholders were. Having this accessible on the digital platform would have been useful.

**PFMD criteria 3: Representativeness of stakeholders**
The group chosen to be part of the project was diverse, including clinicians with a specialist interest, a VA representative and PIPs with defined skills and capabilities, representing the different MSK disease areas.

- There were limitations on the size of the group and numbers of individuals on the expert review panel. For future projects there should be further outreach to improve diversity of the group, including ethnicity and age, to achieve inclusivity for all groups.

**PFMD criteria 4: Roles and responsibilities**
Roles and responsibilities were outlined in the contracts. There was also a follow up meeting at the outset with the different stakeholders, VA, patient representatives and clinicians to ensure that everybody understood what was expected of them. Following this, there was a wider stakeholder meeting to address this as a whole group. All meetings had agendas and follow up notes/comments.

- No identified gaps for this quality criterion.

**PFMD criteria 5: Capacity and capability for engagement**
It was clearly outlined and agreed at the outset how communication would happen amongst the group. An online group was set up to share documents, comment and chat with each other. This worked really well for the group. The people chosen to work on the project had previous experience of chairing meetings and they could provide their insights and expertise to the group in terms of running panel meetings. The shift to virtual engagement was greatly accelerated by the pandemic and thus the sharing of project details, documents and timelines was essential.

- No identified gaps for this quality criterion.

**PFMD criteria 6: Transparency in communication and documentation**
There was an agreed way of communication amongst the group via the online platform. Regular communication between meetings and sharing of documentation in a timely manner were really important to ensure everyone had time to review.

- Methods and times of communication could have been agreed earlier on in the project, in order to assist with timelines. Timeline documents were later shared with the ERP and this assisted with
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progressing the workflow. This was challenging at the time due to the pandemic and something that should be implemented for future projects.

**PFMD criteria 7: Continuity and sustainability**
The learnings from this project have been shared widely within Pfizer for others to learn from.

- No identified gaps.

**Learnings and improvements that could be made for future projects**

1. The pandemic posed several challenges to keep people motivated and involved when dealing with other demands on their time. It was important to be realistic and flexible with timings and make sure that everyone was kept up to date to avoid delays.
2. Cross-stakeholder inclusive working was paramount to the success of the project and should be thought about at the planning stage early on in a project lifecycle.
3. The project group considered that including sections on patient involvement in the RFP, should be a mandatory for all relevant grant calls.
4. It was essential that everyone within the ERP input into the RFP to make sure we are capturing the alignment to patients needs and the NHS and were working in collaboration. It was imperative that everyone’s voice and feedback was heard in aligning the RFP.
5. A virtual platform was agreed to be used amongst the group very early on in the project and this allowed equitable access for all to all project-related documentation. IT issues need to be resolved, or alternatives options put in place too.
6. There was more time involved for the project team than had been initially considered, so thinking carefully and scoping out realistic and achievable time requirements is important.
7. There were separate meetings for PIPs without the rest of the panel so they could ask specific questions about the process and their place within it. This enabled people to feel more confident in their roles.
8. Patient co-chairs should be the norm and gives the other patients on the panel a feeling of parity of opinion.

**Case study 5 feedback**

Feel free to make comment on the above case study, particularly the identified gaps and then specifically answer the 3 questions shown below:

1. **Does this accurately represent the project you were involved in and your specific role? Could you please comment on the accuracy of this case study?**

   * The case study reflects in general terms the PIP engagement within the project. Clear definition is required as to many individuals a patient/carer is identical to a PIP which is not always the case.

2. **In the project, what did you feel was done well, could be improved and what were the benefits to you?**

   * The project was very positive and a fast-moving learning and developmental process. It allowed me to critically reflect and analyse in a beneficial manner my current practice relating to projects in general and PPI in specific terms.
   * The overall success of the project was reliant on 3 quite defined factors: the selection of the panel with the knowledge and expertise to positively impact meaningfully on the task in hand, the Pfizer staff whose generosity of spirit, patience, guidance and courtesy was a delightful, shared experience, those individuals should be commended for their professional and personal
approach to the task in hand. Significantly the approach of the professional medical panel members in levelling out and welcoming the lay members as not only equals, but also respecting their background and experience as being on occasions greater than their own.

- Having a patient co-chair was a really important aspect of the project.
- The panel as a whole was a fantastic group, everyone brought something unique to the table and everyone’s voice was heard and respected. Having the PIPs well represented proportionally in the group added weight to our communal voice.

3. What were your key learnings from the project?

- It was important to have that central point person to coordinate and field all of our queries.
- Levels of PPI involvement in the applications was very variable or sometimes non-existent. It may be beneficial for the inclusion of a PPI checklist, to determine appropriate engagement levels as against funding criteria.
- The PPI requirement must be a pre-requisite in future projects (not just a consideration as detailed on their case study!). This also should be included in the scoring criteria.
- Time should be considered carefully at the start of the project. With a project of this kind, depending on submissions, it’s difficult to calculate from the outset the amount of time patients and carers will need to commit.
- Highly effective personal time management skills are essential in this time critical project model.
- Requirement for a real-life working definition of public involvement. Is it NHIR definition, parent/carer, PPI and is this separate to charity engagement?
- Requirement for lay reviewers to have access to medical staff/researchers to explain as necessary the current medical practice and terminology in use for clarification purposes.
- There was a need to have adequate time to review proposals. This will allow meetings to be more productive and provide people space who like to reflect on information.
- More IT support/earlier intervention would be good for future projects.
- Overall, it was a fantastic opportunity that I feel privileged to be a part of– the whole panel worked extremely well as a unit and I feel that we have approved some very worthwhile projects. I would welcome another opportunity to participate in a Pfizer project again and hope that they continue to improve and refine the process on the next project and beyond.
Appendix 9: Glossary of terms

**Carers** – Anyone, including children and adults who looks after a family member, partner or friend who needs help because of their illness, frailty, disability, a mental health problem or an addiction and cannot cope without their support. The care they give is unpaid. When we refer to carers in this document, this is inclusive of both adult and young carers (from NHS commissioning » Who is considered a carer?).

**Clinical trial** – A method of comparing the effects of one type of treatment to another in order to assess how well a drug works. They may involve a mixture of patients or healthy volunteers.

**Engagement** – When researchers share information with people, such as on social media or at open days.

**External validity** – When researchers use a second method, unrelated to the first method, to make sure that the results are fair and accurate.

**Involvement** – When people are actively involved in helping design or carry out research.

**Medicines development** – The process of bringing new drugs or medicines to the market, so patients can eventually have access to them.

**Participation** – When people take part in research, such as completing a survey or being an active participant in a clinical trial.

**Patient and Public Involvement (PPI)** – When patients, carers and the public are included in research activities.

**Patients** – A person receiving healthcare services from healthcare professionals.

**PFMD PEQG tool** – the Patient Focused Medicines Development Patient Engagement Quality Guidance tool is a tool for measuring if a PPI project was done in a way that is helpful and meaningful.

**PPI partners** – The patients, carer or members of the public who are involved in a particular research project.

**Pharmaceutical company** – Can also be called a drug company and is a profit-making business that researches, develops, and sells drugs, most commonly in the context of healthcare. They can deal in generic and/or branded medications.

**Pharmaceutical industry** – the collection of all pharmaceutical companies that discovers develop, produce, and drugs drugs or pharmaceutical products for use as medicines for patients, with the aim to cure them, vaccinate them, or alleviate the symptoms of diseases and medical conditions.
Phase 1 clinical trial – Helps researchers understand the safety of a study medicine. Usually involves around 20-100 participants and lasts around 1 week to several months (from Pfizer » How clinical trials work).

Phase 2 clinical trial – Helps researchers better understand how well the study medicine may work for the condition being studied, and the side effects that may occur. Usually involves several hundred participants and lasts around 1-2 years on average (from Pfizer » How clinical trials work).

Phase 3 clinical trial – Helps researchers determine whether the study medicine is safe and effective for people with that condition. Usually involves several hundred to several thousand participants and takes around 1-4 years on average (from Pfizer » How clinical trials work).

Phase 4 clinical trial – Long term clinical studies designed to better understand the effects of an approved medicine over time. Usually involves several thousand participants and takes more than a year (from Pfizer » How clinical trials work).

Protocol – a statement of rules, guidelines or instructions explaining the correct procedure or process to follow.

Real world data (RWD) – Any data that is generated outside of a clinical trial, relating to a patient’s health status and/or the delivery of healthcare. This is routinely collected from a variety of sources, such as health records, product and disease registries, and patient-generated data.

Real world evidence (RWE) – the clinical evidence regarding the usage and potential benefits or risks of a medicine derived from analysis of RWD. RWE can be generated by different study designs or analyses, such as randomised trials, including large simple trials, pragmatic trials, and observational studies (prospective and/or retrospective).

Research study – A scientific study that sometimes includes processes involved in health and disease. For example, clinical trials are research studies that involve people.

Retrospective quality assessment – When researchers look at a previous project or activity to find out how well it was done.

Shared purpose – A clear definition understood by all participants of a project, which accurately describes why everybody is involved in the project and what they want to achieve by being involved.